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LAB OVERVIEW 
There are many steps to test planning. Besides the collaboration that you and your team will do, there 
are also a number of tasks inside Azure Test Plans that have to be performed before you can start 
executing tests and tracking results 

In this lab you will create a test plan and test suites. You will create and associate a test configuration 
and then create a number of different test cases. 

Estimated time to complete this lab: 75 minutes 

Task Execution 
As this is a team-based training course, there are a number of opportunities for team members to learn 
to collaborate more effectively. Unfortunately, there is a possibility for team members to accidentally 
impede, block, or otherwise cause unintentional conflicts. To minimize the possibility of conflicts, critical 
tasks in this course have been marked with an icon indicating who on the team should execute the task: 

 The team can self-organize and execute the task however they decide 
  
  

 Everyone on the team should execute this task 
 Everyone on the team should execute this task (working in pairs) 

Tip  tasks and ensure that they are only performed once per team. Also, 

 tasks are only performed by everyone else (not the leader). 

Teams of One 
If you are working by yourself and not on a team, make sure to perform all of the  tasks, 

and none of the  tasks. This scenario is common for students learning remotely. 
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There are many steps to test planning. Besides the collaboration that you and your team will do, there There are many steps to test planning. Besides the collaboration that you and your team will do, there 
that have to be performed before you can start that have to be performed before you can start 

In this lab you will create a test plan and test suites. You will create and associate a test configuration In this lab you will create a test plan and test suites. You will create and associate a test configuration 

based training course, there are a number of opportunities for team members to learn based training course, there are a number of opportunities for team members to learn 
to collaborate more effectively. Unfortunately, there is a possibility for team members to to collaborate more effectively. Unfortunately, there is a possibility for team members to accidentally accidentally 
impede, block, or otherwise cause unintentional conflicts. To minimize the possibility of conflicts, critical impede, block, or otherwise cause unintentional conflicts. To minimize the possibility of conflicts, critical 
tasks in this course have been marked with an icon indicating who on the team should execute the task:tasks in this course have been marked with an icon indicating who on the team should execute the task:

and execute the task however they decideand execute the task however they decide
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tasks and ensure that they are only performed once per team. Also, tasks and ensure that they are only performed once per team. Also, 

tasks are only performed by everyone else (not the leader).tasks are only performed by everyone else (not the leader).

If you are working by yourself and not on a tIf you are working by yourself and not on a team, make sure to perform all of the eam, make sure to perform all of the 

and none of the taskstasks. This scenario is common for students learning remotely.. This scenario is common for students learning remotely.



EXERCISE 1  CREATE THE TEST PLAN 

Task: Install Test Manager Extension  
In this task the user who created the Azure DevOps Services organization will install the Test Manager 
extension and start the free trial period. 

Who will be installing this extension? _____________________________________________________ 

Note: This task can be skipped if everyone on the team has a Visual Studio Enterprise subscription. 

1. If necessary, launch Chrome and navigate to your team project. 

2. Click the   icon in the upper right and select Browse Marketplace. 
 

3. Search for and select the Test Manager extension by Microsoft. 
 

The Test Manager extension provides a comprehensive set of testing features in your Azure DevOps 
organization, including the use of Visual Studio Test Professional 2015 or later. Coordinate all test 
management activities, including test planning, authoring, execution and tracking - from a central 
location. The Test hub gives your team critical insight into progress against defined acceptance 
criteria and quality metrics. 

4. Get the extension and then Start the free trial for your Azure DevOps Services organization. 

When will your free trial end? ________________________________________________________ 

5. Return to your team project and press F5. 

Task: Create a Test Plan  
In this task someone on your team will create a test plan for Sprint 2. 

A test plan lets you specify what you want to test and how to run those tests. A test plan can be applied 
to a specific iteration (Sprint) of your project. 

Who will be creating the test plan for your team? ___________________________________________

1. If necessary, launch Chrome, navigate to your team project, and press F5. 

2. From the Test Plans hub, go to the  Test Plans page. 

3. On the Test Plans page, click  New Test Plan. 

4. Name the plan Sprint 2, ensure the Iteration is set to Fabrikam\Sprint 2, and click Create. 
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the Azure DevOps Services organization will install the Test Manager the Azure DevOps Services organization will install the Test Manager 

Who will be installing this extension? _____________________________________________________Who will be installing this extension? _____________________________________________________

Visual Studio Enterprise subscription.subscription.

and navigate to your team project.and navigate to your team project.

Browse MarketplaceBrowse Marketplace..

extension by extension by MicrosoftMicrosoft..

comprehensive set of testing features in your comprehensive set of testing features in your 
, including the use of Visual Studio Test Professional 2015 or later. Coordinate all test , including the use of Visual Studio Test Professional 2015 or later. Coordinate all test 

es, including test planning, authoring, execution and tracking es, including test planning, authoring, execution and tracking 
location. The Test hub gives your team critical insight into progress against defined acceptance location. The Test hub gives your team critical insight into progress against defined acceptance 

Start the free trial the free trial for your Azure DevOps Services organization.for your Azure DevOps Services organization.

When will your free trial end? ________________________________________________________When will your free trial end? ________________________________________________________

Return to your team project and press Return to your team project and press F5.

Task: Create a Test PlanTask: Create a Test Plan
someone on your team will someone on your team will create a test pcreate a test planlan

A test plan lets you specify what you want to test and how to run those tests. A test plan can be applied A test plan lets you specify what you want to test and how to run those tests. A test plan can be applied 
to a specific iteration (Sprint) of your project.to a specific iteration (Sprint) of your project.

Who will be creating the test plan for your team? ________________________________Who will be creating the test plan for your team? ________________________________

1. If necessary, launch If necessary, launch ChromeChrome, navigate to your team project, and press F5.

2.2. From the From the Test PlansTest Plans hub, go to the hub, go to the 

3. On the On the Test PlansTest Plans page, cpage, clicklick

4.4. Name the plan Name the plan Sprint 2Sprint 2



Task: Create Test Suites  
In this task your team will self-organize and create some test suites in the new test plan. 

1. If necessary, launch Chrome and navigate to the  Test Plans page in the Test Plans hub. 

2. On the Test Plans page, right-click on the Sprint 2 test plan and create the following suites:

Type of Suite Name Details 

Requirement-
based 

n/a 

Remove the Area Path clause 
Add a new clause Iteration Path = Fabrikam\Sprint 2
Run the query, select all the Product Backlog Items, 
and create the suites 

Requirement-
based 

n/a 

Change the group to Microsoft.BugCategory 
Remove the Area Path clause 
Add a new clause Iteration Path = Fabrikam\Sprint 2
Run the query, select all the Bug work items, and 
create the suites 

 
Note: You may not have any Bug work items to add. 

Static Exploratory Tests n/a 

Static Parameterized Tests n/a 

Static Shared Step Tests n/a 

Query-based Regression Tests 
Remove the Area Path clause 
Add a new clause Tags   Contains   Regression 

After the test suites are created, your test plan should look something like this example:

 
Tip: You can drag and drop test suites to change their order. 
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organize and create some test suites in the new test plan.organize and create some test suites in the new test plan.

page in the Test Plans hub.page in the Test Plans hub.

create the following suites:create the following suites:

Fabrikam\Sprint 2
Run the query, select all the Product Backlog Items, 
and create the suites
Change the group to Change the group to Microsoft.BugCategoryMicrosoft.BugCategory
Remove the Remove the Area PathArea Path clauseclause
Add a new clause Add a new clause Iteration PathIteration Path == FabrikamFabrikam
Run the query, select all the Bug work items, and Run the query, select all the Bug work items, and 
create the suitescreate the suites

NoteNote:: You may not have any Bug work items to add.You may not have any Bug work items to add.

Parameterized TestsParameterized Tests n/an/a

n/a

Regression TestsRegression Tests
Remove the Remove the Area PathArea Path
Add a new clause Add a new clause 

test suites are created, your test plan should look something like this example:test suites are created, your test plan should look something like this example:

TipTip: You can drag and drop test suites to change their order.: You can drag and drop test suites to change their order.



Task: Review Test Configurations   
In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will review the default test configurations and 
configuration variables. 

1. Navigate to the  Configurations page in the Test Plans hub. 

1. Go to the Configurations page. 
 

What test configuration(s) are listed? __________________________________________________ 

What configuration variable(s) are listed? ______________________________________________ 

2. Click the Browser configuration variable. 

How many values are listed? _________________________________________________________ 

3. Click the Operating System configuration variable. 

How many values are listed? _________________________________________________________ 

4. Click the Windows 10 test configuration. 

What configuration variables are listed at the bottom? ____________________________________ 

Task: Create New Test Configurations  
In this task your team will self-organize and make updates to the configuration variables and create two 
new test configurations. 

1. Make the necessary changes to the Browser configuration variables so that these are the only 
values listed: 

Chrome 
Edge  
Safari 

2. Make the necessary changes to the Operating System configuration variables so that these are the 
only values listed: 

Windows 10 
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default test configurationsdefault test configurations

What test configuration(s) are listed? __________________________________________________What test configuration(s) are listed? __________________________________________________

configuration variable(s) are listed? ______________________________________________configuration variable(s) are listed? ______________________________________________

How many values are listed? _________________________________________________________How many values are listed? _________________________________________________________

riable.riable.

How many values are listed? _________________________________________________________How many values are listed? _________________________________________________________

test configuration.test configuration.

What configuration variables are listed at the bottom? ____________________________________What configuration variables are listed at the bottom? ____________________________________

Configurationsrations
r team will self-organize and make updates to the configuration variables and create two organize and make updates to the configuration variables and create two 

Make the necessary changes to the Make the necessary changes to the BrowserBrowser configuration variables so that these are the only configuration variables so that these are the only 

ChromeChrome
Edge
Safari

Make the necessary changes to the Make the necessary changes to the Operating System
only values listed:only values listed:

Windows 10Windows 10



3. Add three new Test Configurations: 

Name Description Configuration Variables 
Assign to new 

test plans? 

W10.Chrome Windows 10 + Chrome
Operating System: Windows 10 
Browser: Chrome 

 

W10.Edge Windows 10 + Edge 
Operating System: Windows 10 
Browser: Edge

 

W10.Safari Windows 10 + Safari 
Operating System: Windows 10 
Browser: Safari 

 

4. Edit the original Windows 10 configuration, set it Inactive, clear the Assign to new test plans 
option, and save your changes. 

You should now have three new, active configurations and an older, inactive one: 

 

Task: Associate Test Configurations  
In this task one member of your team will associate the new test configurations with the Sprint 2 test 
plan. 

Who will be associating the test configurations? ____________________________________________ 

1. Navigate to the  Test Plans page in the Test Plans hub. 

2. Right-click on the Sprint 2 plan (root test suite) and select Assign configurations to test plan. 

What configuration(s) are currently selected? ___________________________________________ 

3. Ensure that only the W10.Chrome and W10.Edge configurations are checked and click Save. 

At this point, any new test cases which are added to the Sprint 2 test plan will have these 
configurations enabled. A specific test suite may break this inheritance chain and use a different set 
of configurations however. 
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Assign to new 
test plans?

Windows 10

Windows 10Windows 10

Safari

Inactive, clear the , clear the Assign to new test plansAssign to new test plans

new, active configurations and an older, inactive one:new, active configurations and an older, inactive one:

Test ConfigurationTest Configurations s 
one member of your team will one member of your team will associate the new test configurations with the associate the new test configurations with the 

Who will be associating the test configurations? ____________________________________________Who will be associating the test configurations? ____________________________________________

Navigate to the Navigate to the Test PlansTest Plans page in the Test Plans hub.page in the Test Plans hub.

Right-click on the click on the Sprint 2Sprint 2 plan (root test suite) and select plan (root test suite) and select 

What configuration(s) are currently selected? ___________________________________________What configuration(s) are currently selected? ___________________________________________

3.3. Ensure that only the Ensure that only the W10.ChromeW10.Chrome

At this point, any new test cases which are added to the At this point, any new test cases which are added to the 
configurations enabled. Aconfigurations enabled. A specific test suite may break this inheritance chain and use a differentspecific test suite may break this inheritance chain and use a different
of configurations however.of configurations however.



EXERCISE 2  CREATE TEST CASES 

Task: Create a Test Case   
In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will create a test case. 

Important: Each team member, or pair of team members, will be creating the same test case. The only 
difference will be the name of the test case. 

1. If necessary, navigate to the  Test Plans page in the Test Plans hub. 

2. On the Test Plans page, select the  test suite on the left. 

3. Click  New and select New test case. 

4. Specify a Title of XX: Verify profile update bug. 

Where XX = your initials. Make sure the initials are unique on your team. Here is an example: 

 

5. On the Summary tab, enter the following Description: 

When changing my profile information through the Employees link, any changes to my first or last 
name are not reflected in the profile. 

6. Click  Save & Close. 

At this point, the test case has enough information that a competent tester should be able to go 
oing to make it more understandable and provide 

the actual test steps in the next task. 

Do you see two copies of the new test case? ____________________________________________ 

Azure Test Plans has created two test points, one for each configuration (Chrome and Edge). 
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: Each team member, or pair of team members, will be creating the : Each team member, or pair of team members, will be creating the samesame test case. The only test case. The only 

page in the Test Plans hub.

test suitetest suite on the left.

Where XX = your initials. Make sure the initials are unique on your team. Here is an example:Where XX = your initials. Make sure the initials are unique on your team. Here is an example:

enter the following enter the following DescriptionDescription:

When changing my profile information through the When changing my profile information through the Employees link, any changes to my first or last 
name are not reflected in the profile.name are not reflected in the profile.

Save & CloseSave & Close.

At this point, the test case has enough information that a competent tester At this point, the test case has enough information that a competent tester 

the actual test steps in the next task.actual test steps in the next task.

Do you see two copies of the new test case? ____________________________________________Do you see two copies of the new test case? ____________________________________________

Azure Test Plans has created two test points, one for each configuration Azure Test Plans has created two test points, one for each configuration 



Task: Create Test Steps   
In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will specify the actual test steps for the new 
test case. 

1. Double-click your XX: Verify profile update bug test case to open it. 

Note: You can double-click either test point. It will open the same underlying test case. 

2. In the Steps field, enter the following actions and expected results: 

Tip: Press enter after entering the Expected Result to automatically go to the next step. 
 

Action Expected Result

Launch the browser  

Navigate to http://localhost:1337 Home page appears, logged in as Drew 
Robbins 

Click Employees link List of employees displays 

Click Edit next to Drew Robbins Employee edit screen appears 

Change Last Name slightly  

Scroll down and click Save The new last name appears in the 
 

Close the browser  

After entering the information, the steps should look like this: 
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specify the actual test steps for thespecify the actual test steps for the

click either test point. It will open the same underlying test case.click either test point. It will open the same underlying test case.

nter the following actions and expected results:

to automatically go to the next step.to automatically go to the next step.

Result

Home page appears, logged in as Drew Home page appears, logged in as Drew 
RobbinsRobbins

List of employees displaysList of employees displays

Click Edit next to Drew RobbinsClick Edit next to Drew Robbins Employee edit screen appearsEmployee edit screen appears

Change Last Name slightly

down and click Save The new last name appears in the The new last name appears in the 

Close the browserClose the browser

After entering the information, the steps should look like this:After entering the information, the steps should look like this:



3. Make the important items appear in bold, something like this: 

 
There are a number of rich formatting options available to make the step text more interesting. 

4. Click  Save & Close. 

Task: Create a Parameterized Test Case   
If you want to run a manual test case multiple times with different data, you do not have to create 
multiple copies of the test case. You can add parameters to the actions or expected results for any test 
step in your test case. 

In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will create a copy of the test case you just 
created, edit it, and add a parameter in order to simplify testing across a diverse testing environment. 

1. Change to Grid view by clicking List in the upper right. 

2. In the next available row, enter the Title XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized) where XX = 
your initials. 

3. Find your XX: Verify profile update bug test case in the grid and select all of the steps. 

You can do this by clicking on the step row and column and then shift + clicking on the last step row 
and column, as in this example: 
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are a number of rich formatting options available to make the step text more interesting.are a number of rich formatting options available to make the step text more interesting.

a Parameterized Test Case  a Parameterized Test Case  
If you want to run a manual test case multiple times with different data, you do not have to create If you want to run a manual test case multiple times with different data, you do not have to create 
multiple copies of the test case. You can add parameters to the actions or expected results for any test multiple copies of the test case. You can add parameters to the actions or expected results for any test 

In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will create a copy of the test case you just create a copy of the test case you just 
a parameter in order to simplify testing across a diverse testing environment.a parameter in order to simplify testing across a diverse testing environment.

view by clicking List in the upper right.in the upper right.

In the next available row, enter the Title In the next available row, enter the Title XXXX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized): Verify profile update bug (parameterized)

XX: Verify profile update bugXX: Verify profile update bug test case in the grid and select all of the steps.test case in the grid and select all of the steps.

You can do this by clicking on the step row and column and then shift + clicking on the last step row You can do this by clicking on the step row and column and then shift + clicking on the last step row 
and column, as in this example:and column, as in this example:



4. Press Ctrl + C to copy the steps to the clipboard. 

5. In the first row below your new XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized) test case title, put 
the cursor in the first column and press Ctrl + V to paste the copied cells. 

 

This is an easy way to duplicate test ste
about shortly. 

6. Click  to save the test case. 

7. Return to the List view. 

How many test points do you have now? _______________________________________________ 

8. Double-click the XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized) test case and update the steps, 
replacing the hard-coded values with parameters: 

Action Expected Result

Launch the browser  

Navigate to @FabrikamURL Home page appears logged in as 
@EmployeeFullName 

Click Employees link List of employees displays 

Click Edit next to @EmployeeFullName Employee edit screen appears 

Change Last Name slightly  

Scroll down and click Save 
The new last name appears in the 
employee list *and* under 
@EmployeeFullName photo 

Close the browser  
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test case title, put test case title, put 

How many test points do you have now? _______________________________________________How many test points do you have now? _______________________________________________

XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized)bug (parameterized) test case and update the steps, test case and update the steps, 
coded values with parameters:coded values with parameters:

Expected Result

@FabrikamURL@FabrikamURL Home page appears logged in as Home page appears logged in as 
@EmployeeFullName@EmployeeFullName

Click Employees linkClick Employees link List of 

Click Edit next to @EmployeeFullName@EmployeeFullName Employee edit screen appears

Change Last Name slightlyChange Last Name slightly

Scroll down and click SaveScroll down and click Save

Close the browserClose the browser



After entering the information, the steps should look something like this:

 

9. Below the steps, enter http://localhost:1337 and Drew Robbins parameter values 
respectively: 

 
You can add multiple sets of values for the parameters that you have defined. Each set of values for 
the parameters is run as an individual iteration of the test. 

You can also convert your parameters to shared parameters. This gives your team the ability to re-
use the same parameter data combinations in multiple test cases. When you update shared 

erenced test cases automatically. 

10. Click  Save & Close. 

11. Drag the XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized) test case to the Parameterized Tests suite 
on the left. 

Note: You  
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http://localhost:1337http://localhost:1337 and and Drew RobbinsDrew Robbins parameter values parameter values 

sets of valuessets of values for the parameters that you have defined. Each set of values for for the parameters that you have defined. Each set of values for 
the parameters is run as an individual iteration of the test.the parameters is run as an individual iteration of the test.

You can also convert your parameters to You can also convert your parameters to sharedshared parametersparameters
the same parameter data cothe same parameter data combinations in multiple test cases. Wmbinations in multiple test cases. W

erenced test cerenced test cases automatically.

Save & CloseSave & Close.

Drag the XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized)XX: Verify profile update bug (parameterized)
on the left.

NoteNote: You : You 



EXERCISE 3  CREATE SHARED STEPS 

Task: Create Shared Steps   
You can share steps between manual test cases by creating shared steps. For example, the test steps to 
log on to an application under test might have to be run in several test cases. 

In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will replace some repetitive steps in your test 
case with shared steps. 

1. If necessary, navigate to the  Test Plans page in the Test Plans hub. 

2. Select the  test suite. 

3. Change to Grid view by clicking List in the upper right. 

4. Find your XX: Verify profile update bug test case in the grid, select all of the test step columns and 
rows, and press Ctrl + C. 

You can do this by clicking on the first column of the first row under the title and then shift + clicking 
on the last column of the last step. Be careful not to include any test case titles. 

5. In the next available row in the grid, enter the Title XX: Verify profile update bug (shared steps) 
where XX = your initials. 

6. In the first row below the new title, put the cursor in the first column and press Ctrl + V to paste the 
copied cells. 

7. Click  to save the test case. 

8. Return to the List view. 

9. Double-click the XX: Verify profile update bug (shared steps) test case. 

10. Select the first two steps, right-click on those selected rows, and select  Create shared steps. 

You could also have clicked the Create shared steps  icon.
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You can share steps between manual test cases by creating shared steps. For example, the test steps to You can share steps between manual test cases by creating shared steps. For example, the test steps to 

replace some repetitive steps in your test replace some repetitive steps in your test 

page in the Test Plans hub.

in the upper right.

test case in the grid, select all of the test step columns and test case in the grid, select all of the test step columns and 

You can do this by clicking on the first column of the first row under the title and then shift + clicking You can do this by clicking on the first column of the first row under the title and then shift + clicking 
on the last column of the last step. Be careful not to include any test case titles.on the last column of the last step. Be careful not to include any test case titles.

In the next available row in the grid, enter the Title In the next available row in the grid, enter the Title XXXX: : Verify profile update bug (Verify profile update bug (

In the first row below the new title, put the cursor in the first column and press In the first row below the new title, put the cursor in the first column and press 

to save the test case.to save the test case.

List view.

click the click the XX: Verify profile update bug (XX: Verify profile update bug (shared steps

the first two steps, rightthe first two steps, right-click on those selected rows, click on those selected rows, 

You could also have clicked the Create shared steps You could also have clicked the Create shared steps 



11. Name it XX: Browse to Fabrikam Fiber website as Drew Robbins and click Create. 

Where XX = your initials, like in this example: 

 

What happened to those selected steps? _______________________________________________ 

The two steps have been replaced with a shared step. You can also use parameters within the 
shared steps. The actual parameter values are typically provided in the test cases that use the 
shared steps. 

12. Click  Save & Close. 

13. Drag the new XX: Verify profile update bug (shared steps) test case to the Shared Step Tests suite. 

Task: Create a Shared Steps Query  
In this task one member of your team will create a new work item query that returns all shared step 
work items. 

Who will be creating the query? _________________________________________________________ 

1. From the Boards hub, select  Queries. 

2. Create a New query with two criteria: 

Work Item Type = Shared Steps
State = Active

 

3. Click  Save query at the top. 

4. Name the query Shared Steps and save it to the Shared Queries folder. 

This query is now available for anyone on the team to use, which they will do in the next task. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________

The two steps have been replaced with a shared step. The two steps have been replaced with a shared step. You can acan also use parameters within the lso use parameters within the 
shared steps. The actual parameter values are typically provided in the test cases that use the shared steps. The actual parameter values are typically provided in the test cases that use the 

profile update bug (sprofile update bug (shared steps)teps) test case to the test case to the 

Create a Shared Steps Query Create a Shared Steps Query 
one member of your team will create a new work item query that returns all shared step one member of your team will create a new work item query that returns all shared step 

Who will be creating the query? _________________________________________________________Who will be creating the query? _________________________________________________________

Boards hub, select QueriesQueries.

Create a NewNew queryquery with two criteria:with two criteria:

Work Item Type = Shared StepsWork Item Type = Shared Steps
State = ActiveState = Active

3.3. Click Click Save querySave query at the top.

Name the query Name the query 

This query is now available for 



Task: View, Manage, and Use Shared Steps   
In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will view, manage, and use their shared steps. 

1. If necessary, go to  Queries page on the Boards hub. 

2. Click All at the top to view all queries. 

3. Find the Shared Steps query and click it to run the query. 

How many Shared Steps work items are listed? __________________________________________ 

4. Double-click your shared step. 

This will open the shared steps work item for viewing or editing. 

5. Change Launch the browser from the Windows Start page and then click Save. 

6. Click  at the top to add this query to your favorites.
 

Favorite queries will appear in the Mine list of queries. 

7. Return to the  Test Plans page in the Test Plans hub. 

8. Select the Shared Step Tests test suite. 
 

9. Click  New and select New test case. 
 

10. Specify a Title of XX: Verify some other critical bug where XX = your initials. 
 

11. In the Steps field, right-click in the first row and select  Insert shared steps. 

12. Click  Run query to run the default query. 

13. Select your shared steps and click Insert shared steps. 
 

14. Double-click on the XX: Browse to Fabrikam Fiber website as Drew Robbins step. 
 

This will open the shared steps work item that you just updated. 

 

15. Close the Shared Steps work item without saving any changes. 

16. Click  Save & Close. 

Note: You won  
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view, manage, and use their shared steps.view, manage, and use their shared steps.

work items are listed? __________________________________________work items are listed? __________________________________________

viewing or editing.editing.

from the Windows Start pagefrom the Windows Start page and then click and then click 

at the top to add this query to your favorites.at the top to add this query to your favorites.

Mine list of queries.list of queries.

page in the page in the Test PlansTest Plans hub.hub.

test suite.test suite.

New test case.

: Verify some other critical bug: Verify some other critical bug where here XXXX

field, right-click in the first row and selectclick in the first row and select

n queryn query to run the default query.to run the default query.

Select your shared steps and click Select your shared steps and click Insert shared stepsInsert shared steps

Double-click on the click on the XX: Browse to Fabrikam Fiber website as Drew RobbinsXX: Browse to Fabrikam Fiber website as Drew Robbins

This will open the shared steps work item that you just updated.This will open the shared steps work item that you just updated.

15. Close the Close the Shared StepsShared Steps work item without saving any changes.work item without saving any changes.

16.16. Click Click Save & CloseSave & Close

NoteNote: You : You wonwon



EXERCISE 4  EXPORT TESTING ARTIFACTS 

Task: Export Testing Artifacts   
You can export test plans, test suites, and test cases. Select the details that you want in the report and 
then email or print this report for review. 

In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will explore the various exporting options. 

1. If necessary, navigate to the  Test Plans page in the Test Plans hub. 

2. Right-click on the Sprint 2 test plan and select  Export. 

You could have also clicked the  icon on the toolbar. You can also export individual test suites. 

Take a moment and review the various exporting options. 

3. Choose the Selected suite + children option and click Email. 

You can also choose the Print option in the Export dialog box. This displays the data in the report 
allowing you to select all the text, then copy and paste it into another document or email. All the 
formatting in the report is retained. 

4. (Optional) Select yourself as the To recipient and click Send. 

You can only email this report to existing users as they will need to have access to click any links in 
the body of the email. 
and click Cancel instead.

Also, consider installing and using the Enhanced Export extension created by fellow MVP Mattias 
Sköld. You can find it on the Azure DevOps Marketplace: http://bit.ly/2oAwdTH. 
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ou can export test plans, test suites, and test cases. Select the details that you want in the reportou can export test plans, test suites, and test cases. Select the details that you want in the report and and 

explore the various exporting options.explore the various exporting options.

page in the Test Plans hub.

You can also export individual test suites.You can also export individual test suites.

Take a moment and review the various exporting options.Take a moment and review the various exporting options.

option and click option and click Email.

option in the Export dialog box. option in the Export dialog box. This dThis displays the data in the report 
, then copy and paste it into another document or email. , then copy and paste it into another document or email. 
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You can only email this report to existing users as they will need to have access to click any links in You can only email this report to existing users as they will need to have access to click any links in 

instead.instead.

sider installing and using the sider installing and using the Enhanced ExportEnhanced Export
. You can find it on the Azure DevOps Marketplace: . You can find it on the Azure DevOps Marketplace: 



EXERCISE 5  INSTALL THE TEST CASE EXPLORER EXTENSION 
(OPTIONAL) 

Task: Install the Test Case Explorer Extension  
In this task the user who created the Azure DevOps Services organization will install the Test Case 
Explorer extension. 

Who will be installing this extension? _____________________________________________________ 

1. If necessary, launch Chrome and navigate to your team project. 

2. Click the   icon in the upper right and select Browse Marketplace. 
 

3. Search for and select the Test Case Explorer extension by Microsoft DevLabs. 
 

The Test Case Explorer extension manages your test cases better. You can find, filter, analyze usage 
of test cases, and more. 

4. Install the Test Case Explorer extension into your Azure DevOps Services organization and then 
return to the team project. 

Task: Use the Test Case Explorer   
In this task each team member, or pair of team members, will use some of the features of the Test Case 
Explorer extension. 

1. From the Test Plans hub, go to the  Test Cases page. 

You may need to press F5 to refresh the hub to see the new extension. 

2. Change the Pivot by option to Test plan in the upper left. 

This view should look similar to the Test Plans page. Notice that you can pivot by many dimensions: 
area path, iteration path, priority, state, as well as test plan. 

3. Select the  test suite on the left. 

This will display the test cases (without configurations) found in this test suite. 

Notice that you can change the columns and filter the test cases. You can also show/hide a details 
pane showing all of the test suites that this test case belongs to. Very nice. 

4. Change the Pivot by option to Area Path in the upper left. 

5. Ensure that the Fabrikam (root) area is selected.  

6. Drag any test case(s) to the Profile area on the left. 

This is quick way to assign multiple test cases to an area, iteration, state, etc. 
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the user who created the Azure DevOps Services organization will install the Test Case the user who created the Azure DevOps Services organization will install the Test Case 

Who will be installing this extension? _______________________________________________________________________________

and navigate to your team project.

Browse MarketplaceBrowse Marketplace..

extension by extension by MicrosoftMicrosoft DevLabsDevLabs.

your test cases better. your test cases better. You can find, filter, analyze usage ind, filter, analyze usage 

extension into your Azure DevOps Services organization and then extension into your Azure DevOps Services organization and then 

Test Case Explorer  Test Case Explorer  
each team member, or pair of team members,each team member, or pair of team members, will use some of the features of the Test Case use some of the features of the Test Case 

hub, go to the hub, go to the Test CasesCases page.

You may need to press F5 to refresh the hub to see the You may need to press F5 to refresh the hub to see the new extension.

Pivot by option to Test pTest planlan in the upper left.in the upper left.

This view should look similar to the This view should look similar to the Test PlansTest Plans page. Notice that you can pivot 
area path, iteration path, priority, state, as well as iteration path, priority, state, as well as 

Select the test suite on the left.test suite on the left.

This will display the test cases (without configurations) found in this test suite.This will display the test cases (without configurations) found in this test suite.

Notice that you can change the columns and filter the test cases. You can also show/hide a details Notice that you can change the columns and filter the test cases. You can also show/hide a details 
pane showing all of the tepane showing all of the test suites that this test case belongs to. Very nice.st suites that this test case belongs to. Very nice.

4.4. Change the Pivot by option to Change the Pivot by option to 

5. Ensure that the Ensure that the FabrikamFabrikam

Drag any test case(s) to the Drag any test case(s) to the 

This is quick way to assign multiple t
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